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The thermal decompoaf. ti(?n. of benzoYl per-oxi.de of 98 per cent pur-i.ty has
been studied, atatmaspheri.c pressure, at a s€;1ries of temperatures between
70 and 95l1C; . A liquid phase appears during the de.co·n<position. The po Irrt at
wha.ch thilllD:pperm, and the rai;e of de:campositiO,n in the early stagEls, depend on
th" conserva.tion within the sYl3.tem of slightly volatile products such as benzoic
acid and diphenyl which, initially>, may be lost by vapour phase diffusion at a
rate comparable with thedr rate of formatiltin. Resuf, ta are correlated, over the
Whole. cour-se of the decompe!ttio;Ii, by a combinatiqn of conventional rate e.quati.cns
and an-approximation to the phase e qui.Lfbr-Lum be tween undecompo sed peroxide. and
condensed producta ,
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TtlE THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF BENZOYL
PEROXIDE IN THE SOLID STATE

by

P. C. Bowes

INTRODUCTION

Studies of the thermal explosion of higher molecular weight organic
peroxides of industrial importance, to be reported elsewhere, have indicated the
need for inf.ormat.ion on .the kinetics of the decomposit.ion of these. compounds in
the pure ,. or nearly pure., a tate. Apart from some 0 b ser-vations by Farmer( 1) on
the early stages of the decomposition of benzcy.L peroxide in vacuo, published
kinetic studiea on these compound$: are largely confined to their decomposition in
solvents and their role as polymerisation initiators.

This paper describes the isothermal decomposition of benzoyl peroxide, at
atmospheric pressure, at temperatures below its melting point. The decomposition
of this peroxide is accompanied by progressive li~lefaction. The rate of
decomposition has been found, irrespeotive of any self-,heating, to depend on the
dimenstmm of the sample, and it can be profoundly affected by artificial
ad.ius tmerrt of the partial vapour p.re.s'sur'ea of certain of the known(Z) condensed
decomposi t i.on produots,such as benzoic acd.d , diphenyl and phenyl benzoate, in
the sYstem. In view of the physical complexity of the decomposition the approach
has been, first, to study the whole course of the decomposition at different
temperatures but with other conditions corrstarrtj this has provided a basis for
the choice of rate equations. Then other conditions have been varied to obtain
limiting values of the rate constants believed to be appropriate to decompo a.l t.Lon
of thE! per-exi.de in bulk - this being a principal ob jec t of the investigation.
Because also, it was desired to obtain an insight into the behaviour of benzoyl
peroxid.e as uaed. industrially, the peroxide has been studied initially in the form
marketed withcmt further purification.

The effect of certain possible impurities become" obvious in the present
s tudy, but this aapeot is being investigated further and will be discussed elsewhere.

EXPERIMENTAL

ITacEld,ure

WElighEld apec.i.mens of the peroxide.,. of about 0.2 g, in tubes of borosilicate
glass lightly capped wi th aluminium f.oil, were heated in oil baths maintained
to within O.2.0G of a series of fixed temperatures between 70 and 950 G.
Tubes were withdrawn at intervals and the residual pero:x:ide determined by the
Lodoraetr-i.c method of Wagner, Smith and Peters(3) using Lsopr-opy.l alcohol as.
solvent. The following variants were studiedl'-

1. Relatively shallow laYElrs of large diameter; ioe. 0.2 g in test tubes
14 mm diameter and 12,5 mm in length, the depth being about 5 mm at the
ca:ntre.

2. Deeper layers of small diarne'ter; .i ;e , 0 01, 0"2, or 0.4 g in tubes 4 mm
diameter x 150 mm in length, the corresponding depths being 12, 24 and
48 mm respectively.

3. 0.2 g in the tubez of 14 mm diameter with a bead of b enzcd.c acid fused
on to the- wall 1 - 2 em above the peroxide in order to maintain a nearly
saturated vapour pressure of benzoic acid over the. peroxide. A few



experiments of this type were also carried out in which molten diphenyl
or phenyl benzoat.e was suspended above t.he peroxide, either as a
hanging drop or absQrbed in a cigarette. filt.er.

Two differEmt batchea of benzoyl peroxide were uaed., Batch A, which was
of 98.4 per cent. purit.y as determined by the above analy.tical method, was
stored moistened with water and either used moist (Sample Ai, moisture content.
approximately 25 per cent) or dried in a vacuum oven for 3 hours at 40 0C as
required for use (Samples A2, A3 and A4). Batch B of 98.2 per cent purity, was
kept and used dry.

Minor ancillary experiments are described briefly later as required.

RESULTS

The course of the decomposition of the peroxide at different temperatures
is shown in Figs 1-3. In order to avOid confusion between different sets of
results those for the 0 02 g samples in wide tubes, for which decomposition was
followed to completion, are given as the fractional IQSS of peroxide, and most
of the res t as the fractional reJ'\idue of peroxide. Detailed analysis 0 f the
results is reserved for a later section; here certain qualit.ative features are
pointed out.

The results lie on curves of the sigmoid form commonly observed for the
decomposition of solids and there is an induction period which, broadly speaking,
increases by a factor of ten for a decrease in temperature of 10°C. As is to
be expected, ainc e each obaer-vabi.on corresponds to a different specimen of
peroxide, there is ccriai.der-abLe scat.t.er in the r-esul.ta, It appears from the
results. at 800C that there can be a real though minor difference between
different dried samples (.A2, A3) of a given batch.

At t.he degree of decompo..sition corresponding to points S in Figs 1-3 the
peroxide particles became noticeably st.icky; this was taken to indio ate the
first appearanCe of t.he liquid phase. At. the degree of decomposition
corresponding to po~uts L, the residue became completely liquid. Between S
and L solid and liquid phases were present together. In t.he 4-mm t.ubea ,
liquid usually draine4 away from the solid as it appeared and this was
associated with a reduction in the rate of decomposition in the later stages;
for this reason the decomposdta.on coul.d not always usefully be followed to
completion in the narrow tubes.

As decomposi tion proceeded the residue bee-arne yellow, the yellow colour
appearing before melting was notic-eable (this coloration did not, however,
interfere with the end-point of the ie.dine titration until decomposition was
about 95 per cent complete). The residue after complete decomposition was.
mainly resinous when cdoled to room temperature; it melted, i.e. became
obviously fluid, between 50 and 60GC.

Laminar crystals collected in the cool regions at the tops of the tubes
during decomposition. These crystals had a melting point of 1200C and were
accordingly presumed to be benzoic acid(Z). Part of the sublimate was
apparently present initially as impurity in the peroxide. For example, at
800 c a trace appeared within the first 10 minutes but , when this. was removed,
a further deposit appeared much more slOWly. The initial deposit was not
identified.

Considering next the effect of varying the depth of the specimen it will
be seen that, at 700C, re.sults for depths of 24 and 48-mm in tubes of 4-mm
diameter lie on a curve with an inflexion at about 470 hours instead of the
950 hours for 5-mm layers in the wider tubes. The appearance of liquid phase:
was de te.ctab.Le at about half the degree of decomposition at; which it was first
seen in the shallow samples.. These effects are independent of batch (compare
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A1 and B in 14-rom tube a}, There is no difference apparent between the results
for depths of 24 and 48-rom and it is concluded that the effect of increasing the
depth at this. temperature has reached a maximum.

At 90°C (Fig, 3) on the other hanQ, results for samples having a depth of
24 rom in 4-rom tubes lie on or near the curve for the shallow layers 0

At 800:C, results for deco.mposition of 5-rom layers in the presence of a bead
of benzoic add lie on a curve with an inflexion at 48 hours, compared with the
74 hours when benzcd,o acid was absent. At this temperature, results for 12 mm
and 24-rom layers in ~rom tubes also lie on this curve~ except towards the end of
the decomposition when drainage of liquid phase began to occur. Again liquid
phase appears at a lower degree of decomposition than in the shallow layers.
Thus the maintenance of a high vapour pressure of benzoic acid has the same effect
as increasing the depth of Layer- at 800 C.

The presence of benzoic acid makes. no difference to the course of the
decomposition at 700 C. When however a high vapour pressure of diphenyl was
maintained above a 5-rom layer of peroxide,. deoompo.si tion was rapid; 7705 per cent
decomposition occurred in 70 hours compared with 950 hours for the peroxide on its
own. In the presence of phenyl benzoate 8.3 percent of the peroxide decomposed
in 70 hours:.

Theseeffec.ts suggest that certain of the condensed products, such as the
three mentioned above, play an essential r-e.Le in the decomposition bu t, in the
earlystage.s, the rate of formation of the£1e products may be little more than their
rate of loss from the s.ystem by vapour phase diffusion. Hence, any factor tending
to favour the aooumulation of these products in the system, such as increasing
their partial vapour pressures externally or inoreasing the depth of layer, should
hasten the decomposition. An artificial increase in the partial pressure of a
particular product can also, of course, lead to a transfer of that product from
the vapour to the condensed phase and £10 make the decomposition abnormally fast.

Although certain of the products can take a further part in the reaction, it
seems that their action depends at least partly on their ability to form low
melting mixtures with the peroxide; i.e. they are responsible for the early
appearanoe of liquid phase with which acoeleration of the decomposition of solids
is commonly associated. Thus, mixed melting-point determinations showed that
benzoic acid forms an approximately equimolecular eutectic with benzoyl peroxide
which melts at about 850 C; diphenyl forms an eutectic with the peroxide, in the
proportions of about 4 moles of the former to one of the latter, which melts at
55°C. Although, in practice, the system is not a simple binary mixture these
results suggest that benzoic acid will contribute to the formation of the liquid
phas e at temperatures near 800C but not at 70dC; whereas at 70°C the conservation
of deph,enyl can lead to the early formation of the liquid phase.

Participation in the formation of the: liquid phase cannot, however, be the
only function of these products. At the lower temperatures, the deco.mposition is
advanced before liquid appears, e.g. 27 per cent for the shallow layers at 70°C;
hence these produots must also affect the rate of the purely solid ph,ase
decomposition.

The rate of loss of pure diphenyl from one of the 14 rom diameter tubes at
800C was found to be 5 times greater than the loss of pure benzoic acid; the
actual rates. were 1 x 10-7 g s-1 for the former and 2 x 10-8 gs-1 for the
latter and were about 4 times greater than es.timated for loss by simple diffusion
without convection. Thus, diphenyl is less likely to be involved in the early
stages, and at the higher temperatures, than is the less volatile benzoio acid.

Finally~ anticipating an Arrhenius-type dependance of decomposition rate on
temperature, it may be expeoted that the importance of the above effects will
diminish at the higher temperatures when the rate of formation of products in the
early stages of the dec.omposition becomes much greater than their loss by
di f'f'uai, on.
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SELF:"'BEATING .

Four out of five specilllens heated at 95°0 e:tploc1ec1after40.! 0.5 lllin.
It will be as sumed that the explosion was purely therlllal in origin and, before
proceeding with an analysis of the results, an assessment will be made of the
magnitude of self-heating at the lower temperatures.

The behaviour of the peroxide at 95°0 indicates that the critical s i, ze for
thermal explosion at this temperature is close to that of the 0.2 g samples. in
14 mm tubes. Thia impliea further that the maximum aub~critical temperature
increase at the centre of the specilllenwill occur at a bath temperature close
to 95°0. It will be aaaumed for the moment that the specimens in the 14-=
tubea were aphe rdcaL; Thermal ignition theory, for conductive heat tranafer
in the S pe9i j en , then gives the maximUlll sub-c~itical temperature increase as
1.6 R'{'1/E \4 where E is the activatian energy and TA the bath temperature.
For E = 41 ,000 cal/mole (see later section) and TA = 3680K, this Lncr-eas e is
11 deg C. (The activation energy appropriate to t.hernra'l. explosion will be
d'i.acuased in a later paper: here the lowest observed value La used and this
has the effect of over-es t ina t i.ng the sub-critical temperature rise).

At bath temperatures below the critical we. have:-

C;;~ :::(br)1.. .(..t')<.f .£(.-.' -~)
/ '0,- lfl 'R."f,;.~!p

Where ~ and S'c are respeotively sub-criyiyal and critical va.Lues of
Frank-Kamenetskii/s self-heating parameterC4) corresponding to the sub-critical
and critical bath temperatures TA and TAcrit.

At a bath temperature o·f 900C, and with E al'\~bove ~/~c = 0.46.
Corresponding to this ratio we. have Qo/Gocrit = 0.2\5) where go andQocrit
are sub-critical and critical dimensionless telllperature increasea at the centre
of the apecd.men defined in the usual way a s go = -:oh-4T,

RTX

Ll T being the temperature increaae in deg C. Hence

2 deg C

Measurement with a differential thermocouple of 34 S.W.G. platinum/platinum
rhodium indicated a maximum temperature riae of 1.5-200 at 900C.

Proceeding in the. same way, the poasa.b.l.e temperature. increaae in the. apecimen
at a bath temperature of 800C is calculated as 0.3 deg C.

The actual geollletrical form of the specim.ens in the 14-= tubes lay between
that of a spher-e and a henri.spher-e, of which the latte;!:', having a larger sur-face
to volume ratia, can aCQomodate a higher maximum sub~critical temperature
increaae. The pO$aible temperature increases have therefore bBen slightly
underestimated.

The apecimens
radius. of the same
14-= test tubes;
less(4) •

in 4~= tubea approximated to infinite cylindera having a
order as that of the aphere asaumed for the specimens in
the temperature increases will have been correspondingly

It. Ls concluded that, at. 90°C the rate. of decomposition is likely tD have
been increased slightly by aelf~heating when the rate was near its maximum;
but at the lower bath temperature used, and in all cases during the early
stages of the decompoai.tion, the effect was negligible.
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

General

Hinshelwood(6) fir,st showed that the acceleration of the decomposition of
an organic solid (tetryl) could be accounted for quanti tatively by the appearance
of a liquid phase, but hi.s study waa re,stricted to a small range of decomposition
only. Rate equations: des Igned to coyer the whole range of decomposition, 'Yh~n

the decompo,sition in both phases is fir,st ofder, have been proposed by Bawn~7}
and elaborated by Manelis and Dubcrvit,skii(8}· but do not hitherto appear to have
r-ecei.ved any application. The following ana.lysi.s of the decomposition of benzoyl
peroxide employ,s a modifioation of Bawn',s model.

The ba,sic a,ssumption oommon to these earlier treatments is adopted; this is
that, so long as: the rate of decomposition is low>, the system will not be far
removed from solubility equilibrium. In so far as: this assumption is valid" and
neglecting the actual oomplexity of the system indioated earlier, the points of
first appear-ance of the liquid phase and of compLete liquefaction in Fig,s 1~3 may
be used to sketch a "bf.nary" phase equilibrium diagram for benzoyl peroxide: and
undif'ferentiated condensed de composi tion pr'oducfis , This is shown in Fig. 4,' :the
Sand L poarrbs f'rom Figs 1-3 (shallow specimens in 14 mm tubee ) lying on, the
solidus and liquidusouryes respeotively. The diagram has been oompleted
tentatively below 709C assuming, for ,simplioity, the: existanoe of a oontinuous
series of solid solutions between the peroxide and its deoomposition produots down
to about 500C.

The "solid soLuta.cn" may exist as a aepar-ate solid phase on the surface of
undecompoaed peroxide. The solidus curve in Fig. 4 will not then represent the
o:omposi tion of the solid solution a.Lone, but no allowanoe can be made here for
this possibility .

iax equilibrium diagram of' the form ahown in Fig. 4 implies that the
decompoai, tion of the peroxide can take place: in three stages at temperatures below
its melting point. Initially there will be solid phase deoomposition with
condensed produots remaining in solid so.Lutdon with undeccmpo sed peroxide. This
will be followed by de'Gomposi tion in ao Lf.d and liquid phasea of f'Lxad composition
(with r-espec t to undeconpose.d paroxida) and varying proportions and, finally, th<9
ao Li.d phase will disappear and deCOmposition ,,1' the rr;l,sidual per'cxf.de will continue
in the liquid phase, In these r-espects, the course of the de~omposition has
similarities with the deoomposition of potassium perohlorate (9},

The loss in weight of benzoyl peroxide was found to be only about 18 per cent.
when deoomposition was compLe be , Rate e quatd.oria based on the above model will,
therefore, not be oorreoted for the change in volume of the syatem as. attempted
by Manelis and Dubovitskii(8).

Rate eguation:s:

The final liquid phase decomposition. can be f'Ltted to the f'Lr's t order law:

where x is the fraotion of perOxide deoomposed at time t, kl the rate
constant and Xl the degree of deoomposition at which the solid phase disappears.
This is shown in Figs 5 and 6, where log (l"",,x) is plotted against time for the
results at 900'C (Sample A2) and 7QoG(Sample, At); tihese two examples- have been
che.sen to illustrate the extremes obtained in the degree of fit to a straight
line.

The choioe of rate equation for the ihitial solid phas\l decomposition is
:somewhat arbitrary since the extent of' dlOC.CJll1PQs-i tion cover-ed is generally too



small, and the scatter of the results too great"tq permit a convincing test
of any given equation, However, the rate of deQompqsition in this stage
increases with time and the simplest form of equation for an autocatolytic
process will be used, viz:

(2)

with the usual initial condition x = Xa at t =.0:, so that Xo <. x.~ )(,1:

where Xs is the degr-ee of decomposition a,twhich the liquid phase first
appears, Equation (2) is of course, when integrate.d", formally equivalent to
the Pro.ut~'l'ompkins equatd.on which is baaed on a branching process and was
originally propose.d to ac count -i'\?r th.e deCG.mpesi,tio.n .of certain inorganic
solids; Vaughan and Fhillips~10) have shown it to be applicable to the
dec:omposition of an organic compound- a nitrobenze!+ediazo,",oxide - which
decomposed wi thout melting.

Results for the solid phase decomposition are plotted in Figs 5 and 6 as
log -2S- :;!E; t. Usually the points were scattered as in Fig. 6, and
stralgftxlines fitted by the method of least squares were USed to estimate Xo
and ks •

In the intermediate stage of the decomposition when two phases are present~

the fraction of undecomposedperoxide in the solid and liquid phases remains
constant at 1 - 43. and 1 - Xl respectiVely if the aasumpbf.on of quasi-
equilibrium is fulfilled. The total rate of ddsappear-ance of peroxide from
the. system is then given by

for X-s, ~ ,,>c, ~ Xl

where

x-Xs
+"1X'l.. -)I.s

and

'''$ ~ ~$Xs(I-Xs)

'tt :=. k ~ ((-, >< t)

rat.e in solid phase

(5)

(6)

Equation (3) may be re.arranged to

where-

K -: 1"t -'Is. ~ (t:::: ~Xl - 'YiXs

Xl- :>ts 1""1 -1$

Equation (4) is of the same f'orm as thai; ob taLned for the s~mpler model
of first order g,eGomposition in both phaaea consLdar-ed by Bawn(7; and ManeIi.a
and. Dubovitskii\.8); Bawn's equation can be derived as a special case of this.
slightly more general model.

Integration of equati.on (4) with the condition x xs .> t = t s' gives

lh (x.+~) ;:. K( e- -t-s)
X.s:+-.0

It may he noted fha t'; when x = Xl': the argument of the left-hand-side
of equation (6) is equal to the ratio of the rates of decomposition in the
liquid and solid phasea when hoth are pre1>e:nt.•
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Experimental re,:mlts for the inte.rmediate stage of decomposition are. plotted
for the two examples in Figs 5 and 6, as log (x + a) vs.t with a calculated from
the appropriate values of Xs and Xl, and with k-; and kl obtained from the
stages of solid and liquid phase decomposition respectively. At 70 0C (Fig 6) the
relationship is linear as required by equation (6); at 900C there is a departure
from linearity evidBnt in the higher values of (x + a) which can be attributed to
self~heating in the specimen. -

Rate constants

The rate constants for the solid and liquid phase decomposition in the shallow
layers of peroxide in the 14~mm diameter tubes" calculated by the method of least
squares from the above linear representations of the results,. are plotted
logarithmically in Fig. 7 against the reciprocals of the absolute temperatures.
The value of kl for some results at 85°C (not shown) is included, but the
scatter of the results in the e"rly stages of the decomposition at this temperature
was too great for a useful ks to be obtained. The results for samples A2 and A3
were combined for the calculation of ks at 800C. Values of Xo associated with
each value of ks are given in brackets in the figure.

It will be seen from Fig, 7 that Xo is small and independent of temperature.
The high value of 0.005 at 700 '0 obtained for the moist peroxide sample (Ai), in
i4mm tubes is not regarded as signifio.ant as it may easily be due to a small error
in the estimated moisture content.

The rate constants for decomposition in specimens of increased depth, or with
the vapour pressure of benzoic a.cid artificially Lncr-eaaed over shallow layers, are
a Lso plotted in Fig. 7. As indicated earlier, these are likely to be limiting
values applicable to much greater depths, i.e. to the peroxide in bulk. All
results here are for batch B peroxide.

It will be seen that one effect of increasing the depth of layer, or the
vapour pressure of benzoic acid, is to increase the value of xo' This is not due
to a difference in batch (compar-e sample B at 70 0 0 in wide tubes, for which
Xo = 0.002, Fig. 7) but may be associated with a reduced loss of the trace substance
observed to suhlime within the first ten minutes or so from the shallower layers at
800C. Values for kl derived entirely from results for shallow layers in the
presence of benzoic aci.d vapour , at 800C and 850C lie about tne line obtained for
kl determined in the absence of benzoic. acid (Fig. 7). As far as could be
determined, liquefaction occurred at about the same degree of decomposition as for
shallow layers in the absence of benzoLc acid.

Arrhenius constants

and
s-6f;()()

«T

The graphs of the rate constants in
Arrhenius equations are found to be

2.0'4 40$-rJO

l-< i " I «> e, r<r

for decomposition in the shallow layers,

36'3ks -:= /0 Q...

for deep layers.

Fig. 7 are reasonably linear and

6'18CO;-RT
the

The apparent activation energy and frequency factor for the liquid phase
decomposition are high but within the range reported for the the:rmal decomposition
of other condensed organic compounds - mainly explosives (7) (~1)c They are
higher than for the decomposition of benzoyl peroxide in common solvents, for
which the act.ivationenergy has a value close to the diSsociation energy of the
peroxide bond. Hgwever, it may be noted that the value of kl at 800C is within
the range reported( 2) for this constant for decomposition of the peroxide in
solvents.
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The activation energies~for the solidphaS!'l:deQdmpo:,?itionare also high,
again as commonly observed for solids, bu-t the ?cf:requenoy faotor" for the
decomposition of the solid in the sh<Lllo,wlaYEjl;'"l'i i;>.exoeptionally high. Both
the aotivation energy and frequenoyfaotQr,de9'r,eli?§eWhr;m the depth of layer is
inoreased.

Clearly the simple rate equations that have been fii;ted to the solid and
liquid phase deoompositions oannot imply a corresponding simplicity in
mechanism and, in the solid pha:'?e decomposition, control of the decQlllposition
by physical faotors may also be suspeoted.

DJ:SCUSSION

The main test of the model used in this analysis of the results lies in
the fit of the equation for the intermediate stage of the deoomposion for whioh
both phases are present tQgether and whf.ch, in the temperature range studied,
oovers 40 - 60 per oent of the decomposition. It will be nobed that the form
of the rate equation for this stage depends Qnly on the assumption of phase
equilibrium and not on the form of the rate e qua t.i.ona chcs en for the separate
phases.

The plot of log (x + a) ag<Linst time gave a :'?atisfaotory :'?traight line in
all cases, but this is not-a partiCl,llarly severe test. In Table 1, "observed"
values of K obtained from the slopes of these lines are compared with
correspQnding values of K calculated from equation (5) with the aid of
kl, ks, Xl and xs taken from Fig:;;. 4 and 7; values in the table refer to
layers 5 mm deep - some in the presenoe of benzoic ac i.d ,

Table

Decompos.i.tion of benzoyl peroxide

'<,$ ,::;::: 'X. ,~::C l

Sample Temperature Kabs Kab:;; Rate in liquid
oC s-1 Koalc Rate in ao.Li d

Ai 70 1.9 x 10-6 1.4 3.3

A2 80 2.3 x 10-5 1.5 4.0

A2 90 1.8 x 10-4 1.2 5.8

B'\' 80 1.5 x 10-5 1.2 5.9

B* 85 5.3 x. 10'""5 1.2 7.0

* In preseno~ of benzoio aoid

The observed values of K are oonsistently higher than the calculated
value:'? Thus, the rate of deoomposition in the intermediate stage beoomes
progressively greater than predicted by the weighted sum of the rates in the
solid and liquid phases (equation (3)). Under conditions favouring the
conservation of products, the disorepancy in K is 20 per cent.

The most unoertain quantityin the ca.LcuLat.lon of K is Xs whi.ch rests
on visual obser-vatd.on of the appear-ance of liquid phase and which, in any case,
may represent a mean oomposition for a multioomponeni; SQlid surface phase and
pure bulk solid, However, K is not verysensitiye, to changes in Xs and
the most probable reaSQn for the discrepanoyis simply that the binary model
adcpted is an QversimplificatiQu o.f' the ac tua.l.vaystem, A possible effect
capabLe of account.i.ng f'or- the. higher rates cf decomposd tdon observed is that,
as deoomposition prooeeds in the liquid phase this ph1J.se may beoome a
progressively better solvent for the solid - so that the liquidus curve in
Fig. 4 represents the final composition of the liquid phase with respect tQ
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peroxide in the iJ;lt~rmediate stage; this would lead to a progressive inorease in
in equation \.3).

Never-theLena, the agreement mbtaineds1.lggeJ>1:;,a ,that the COurse of the
decompoai, ti,m is in fact dominated by the ac;cumulation of the liquid phase in
which undecompoaed peroxidedil>solv~s"and the simple binary model is adequate for
the purposes of this work. Forappliol;ltion to the question of the occurrence of
thermal explosion (to be discul>sed elsewhere) the maximum rate of decomposition in
the temperature range in which two phases cart exist. may be taken as

Also included in Table 1 are the ratiO's of the rates of decomposition in the
liquid and solid phases when both phases are: present together. CalcUlate)d for
the. model used in thil> paper" these ratios are not large (compare Bawn (7 ).

Finally, if it Ls aupposed that 1}enZl;>j.c acid comprises about 25 per cent of
the condensed dec.omposition prcducta (12) it can be estimated that it/> rate of
formation will be equal to itl> rate of loss by diffusion when the extent of
decomposition is about 1 per cent. This confirms the rea.sonab.Ieneas of arguments
invoking the near equality of these rates in the early stages of the decomposition
in shallow layers.

The.l'I$'rk described in this paper foI'l!J,$ part of the programme of the Jeipt
Fire Research Organization of the Departm~t of8cientific and IndUl>trial Research
and Fire Off'icel'ltOommitteej the: paper is published by permission of the
Directqr of Fire Research.

The author is indebted to Mrs. iT • .s~ Harris who carried out the experimental
work.
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